
Pilot trainings are done as 
per existing regulations and 
pilots are sent to Flight 
Safety International centres 
all over the globe. Executive 
Airlines has its own 
operations department 

which handles each and every flights requirements. Running 
24/7, the operations department is manned by experienced 
flight dispatchers.

The Charter Department of ExecutiveThe Charter Department of Executive Airlines is composed of 
seasoned personnel with great experience in General Aviation. 
We should be the first call for any client, be it a broker, 
operator, individual or business and we are always ready to 
provide whatever you need.

There is more to talk about 
and we would be happy to 
shake your hand and tell 
you more about ourselves 
and how we could do 
business together. 

With bases in Barcelona, 
Madrid and Valencia, our 
aircraft ranges from a 
5-seater CJ1 to 18-seater 
G550́s. We offer a wide 
range of options for any 
VIP client. 

We now manage more than 20 aircraft. The clientele of 
Executive Airlines is nothing less than exclusive. Our aircraft 
have flown to every part of the globe with passengers from the 
likes of Royalty, Political Dignitaries, Actors and Actresses, Rock 
Groups, Sports Celebrities and many Senior Business people.

We make every flight exactly what a client would expect it to be 
and more. We go beyond expectations. 

Each aircraft in the Each aircraft in the fleet is well maintained by highly trained 
mechanics. Each maintenance revision is strictly observed. That 
is why our aircraft only go to maintenance centres certified by 
each aircraft manufacturer.

Our crew members are highly trained and experienced. All of 
whom will go beyond expectations to meet passengers needs 
on each and every flight.  

Executive Airlines is one of the leading Aircraft operators in Spain
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Executive Airlines
Consell De Cent 106-108
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Tel: +34 902 170 396
FaxFax: +34 91 656 7071
Aircraft Management: ceo@executive-airlines.com
Charter 24hours/day: charter@executive-airlines.com
www.executive-airlines.com


